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In the meantime searching reforms were instituted in
Reforms in everY branch of the public service. The various
Austria. provinces forming the Hapsburg monarchy
were brought under a more uniform system of administra-
tion ; the army was reorganised on the Prussian model,
and the finances rearranged with such effect that Maria
Theresa drew from her dominions a revenue considerably
larger than her father had enjoyed when in the possession
of Naples, Parma, Silesia, and Servia.
The first step towards the realisation of Kaunitz's
scheme was taken when he was sent to Paris, with in-
Kaunitzat structions to seek to establish more friendly
Paris.	relations between the Courts of Vienna and
Versailles, and to loosen the ties that bound France and
Prussia together. In this he made very little direct
progress. An enmity of more than two centuries' standing
was not easy to remove, and Prussia was manifestly the
best ally that France could have, though it might be
urged with plausibility that the long rivalry of Bourbon
and Hapsburg had served only to promote the aggran-
disement of minor states like Savoy and Brandenburg,
and that France and Austria united might dispose of the
rest of Europe as they pleased. Indirectly, however,
Kaunitz did a good deal. He saw the immense influence
which Madame de Pompadour, the mistress of Louis
XV., exercised over that indolent and enervated monarch,
and he took great pains to gain her good\\ ill.
At no distant date the friendship of the favourite
proved of great service to Austria (though not quite to
the extent commonly supposed), but at that period
Madame de Pompadour meddled very little in politics,
and Kaunitz returned to Vienna dispirited and half in-
clined to abandon his project. Wavering between fear
of losing England and hope of gaming France, he seems
to have been really in great perplexity. There is little

